
 

 

Year Group Term Theme Theme Title No.of weeks Trip Parental Engagement 

4 A1 Heritage and Values Mexico and the Mayans 7 Cadbury World 
Supporting learning of facts from the 

knowledge organiser. 

Launch Explore Energise Celebrate 

Board a plane to Mexico. Experience take 

offs and landings! Can they guess where 

they are going? 

Who were the Mayans? 
How do we know? 
When did they live? 
Where did they live? 
What did they look like? 
Why did they disappear? 

What is their legacy? 

Visit to Cadbury World (includes a one hour 

presentation on the Mayans). 

Design and make Mayan inspired pyramids, 

masks, wigs and hats. 

Creating a factual brochure on the Mayans 

and presenting our brochures to peers.  

 

Skills covered 

History Citizenship Art IT Geography DT 

Hi24 Investigate the characteristic features of, and changes 

within, periods of history that were significant to the 

locality and the UK 

Hi26 Identify how significant events, developments or 

individuals and groups have influenced their locality, the UK 

and beyond in the recent and distant past 

Hi27 Identify different ways in which the past is 

represented and interpreted and recognise how history is 

preserved  

Hi28 Place events, people and changes into correct periods 

of time on a timeline  

Hi29 Use dates and vocabulary relating to the passing of 

time, including AD/BC  

Hi30 Use and evaluate sources of information, recognising 

that evidence varies in the extent to which it can be trusted 

Hi31 Communicate knowledge and understanding in a 

variety of ways 

Ci14 Reflect on the 

impact of people’s 

actions on others 

and the environment 

 

Ar55 Drawing Use research to inspire 

drawings from memory and imagination 

Ar65 Textiles/Collage Choose collage or 

textiles as a means of extending work 

already achieved.  

Ar66 Modelling and Sculpting Show an 

understanding of shape, space and form 

Ar67 Modelling and Sculpting Plan, 

design, make and adapt models using a 

variety of materials 

Ar68 Modelling and Sculpting Talk 

about their work, understanding that it 

has been sculpted, modelled or 

constructed 

Ar69 Design and create images and 

artefacts for clearly defined purposes 

Ict21 Verify the accuracy 

and reliability of the 

information found, 

distinguishing between 

fact and opinion 

Ict22 Use key words to 

search for and select 

appropriate information 

from the internet and 

other digital sources 

 

Ge34 Explore places with different 

climate zones and compare and 

describe how climate affects living 

things 

Ge41 Interpret information from 

different types of atlases, globes, 

maps and plans at a range of 

scales  

Ge42 Use secondary sources of 

information and ICT as part of 

investigations 

Dt28 Use research to 

inform their design  

Dt34 Measure, mark, 

cut out and shape a 

range of materials and 

assemble, join and 

combine components 

and materials with 

increasing accuracy 

 


